
Fiona’s fancy was taken by a novel gambling attraction, or rather by the
large soft toys on offer as prizes. The depth of the crowd surrounding the
game bore witness to its popularity, but as a good number of onlookers
did not seem to be interested in putting down hard cash, Fiona, Henry
and Keith had to elbow their way to the front.

The game was a variation on bingo, with household pets, hamsters
in the event, calling the numbers. Once wagers had been placed, the two
creatures suspended in cages above a circular enclosure were lowered to
table level, a string was pulled to open their door and they were left to
ferret around eighty-four numbered cubbyholes, until whiskering
themselves into the one of their choice.

‘Those are long odds,’ commented Keith. ‘One in eighty-four.’
‘One in forty-two,’ corrected Henry, ‘if you bet on both.’
‘I’m having a go. Two goes,’ said Fiona. ‘Look at those sweet little

things. Come on, Whitey. I’m sure Whitey’ll get it together for me.’
‘I’ll come in as well,’ said Henry. ‘Always fancy a punt.’
‘You’ll have to wait,’ said Keith. ‘The brown one hasn’t made its mind

up yet. Must be a female.’
The animals were returned to their cages. Suddenly, the money

showered in. The cages were relowered and the rodents released. The
white hamster wandered aimlessly around the landing area. A prod from
the stall owner prompted it to dart into number twenty-three, reasonably
certain of enjoying a rest while its fussier brown partner searched out a
suitable home.

Fiona was delighted to learn that she had won a hundred points for
being one door short of the right number. Two hundred and fifty points
guaranteed a major prize.

‘If I continue to be that lucky, it will cost me ten dollars to win what
I want.’

Keith was looking elsewhere. ‘What’s that?’
‘Not telling you. You’re too mean. Any rate, the odds are better than

you thought.’
‘I’ve won fifty points,’ interjected Henry. ‘If we pool our points, we

won’t have to spend twenty dollars between us.’
‘All right, but supposing you win, do I get to choose the prize?
Keith turned his attention to the plush rabbits, bears and elephants

suspended above the stall front. ‘Not one of those outsized stuffed bears,
I hope.’

‘No,’ agreed Henry. ‘I’d rather not advertise our presence with a
waist-high, brown and white woolly Saint Bernard made in Hong Kong.’
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‘Come on, get your money ready. Oh, he’s changing Whitey for a
black hamster. I’m sure he’s done it deliberately, just when I was on a
winning streak.’

‘He’s changed it,’ said Keith, ‘because the creature’s dropped its
visiting card in bay number twenty-three.’

‘You didn’t have to say so out loud. Sixty. I’m having sixty and eleven.
No, I’m not. Fifty-seven and three.’

Keith was turning round again to check out the crowd and locate
Clem, when Fiona, shrieking excitedly, grabbed him by the shoulder.
‘Three. Three. I’ve won. The brown one’s in three.’

‘You must be both on the same wavelength.’
The stallholder checked Fiona’s ticket against the winning number

and indicated her choice of prizes. ‘What’s it to be, miss?’
‘Could I have him, please,’ she asked, pointing to a large pink

panther.
‘Sure.’ The stallholder used a pole with a loop at the end to unhook

the flamingo-coloured cat from the rack above and craned it down and
across. ‘A winner, folks. Second one in the space of five minutes. Try your
luck.’

‘Someone’s making a lot of money,’ observed Keith under his breath.
‘Not bad,’ said Henry. ‘Well done. You didn’t need my help, but now,

if those goons have been watching, we’ll stand out like a sore thumb.’
‘Here, one of you take it then,’ retorted Fiona, thrusting the furry

toy at Keith.
‘No thanks.’
‘I’ll have him,’ offered Henry. ‘Only pulling your leg.’
They left the stall.
Their walk took them past Boot Hill. Henry did not know whether

to laugh or cry when he came to a crude grave with a makeshift wooden
cross bearing the inscription: ‘Here Lies Poker-Faced Henry’. A rusting
coffee pot stuffed with plastic geraniums constituted a primitive token
of remembrance. Following Henry’s gaze, Fiona gripped the Englishman
again by the arm and propelled him towards the Roaring Twenties
amusement area.

‘You’re not getting me on that rollercoaster,’ he said as the immense,
vertiginously spiralling structure loomed closer.

‘You kidding?’ said Fiona. ‘I wouldn’t go on that thing if you paid
me.’

Keith pointed to a separate attraction. ‘There’s a ghost train over
there.’
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‘Years since I’ve been on one.’ Fiona tugged Henry by the hand.
Henry shook his head. ‘I must be dreaming. What am I doing here?’
‘Supposed to be enjoying yourself,’ said Fiona. ‘It’s two to a car. How

do we do this, Keith?’
Secretly glad that Fiona was still holding his hand, Henry feigned

bafflement. ‘You really want to go on that thing?’
‘Of course.’
Keith shrugged. ‘You and Henry then. Go ahead and queue up. I’ll

wait here by the exit.’
Fiona forced the furry panther on Henry. Your turn, Inspector

Clouseau. He’s partly your prize.’
The top of the ghost train’s façade was fitted out with a number of

animated monstrosities: the mandatory King Kong, baring his teeth each
time his eyes focused myopically on the scantily-dressed maiden
struggling to free herself from his grip; a gaggle of witches bent over a
steaming cauldron into which they were lowering rubber rats, toads,
spiders and salamanders; a skeleton in a red mackintosh whose speciality
was to flash open its coat while leering over a fleshless pelvis; a fire-
breathing Godzilla, and a multi-headed Nubian girl.

There was a long queue snaking around chain-link alleyways
brimming with youngsters and adults, some impatient, most bent over
handheld video games or cell phones. On the other hand, the line was
moving at a steady rate. From what Henry could gather, overhearing one
girl in front commenting on the attraction between toffee apple bites, the
train was ‘real creepy’.

Preferring for a variety of reasons not to be seen hugging the pink
trophy for too long, he passed it back to Fiona.

‘Doesn’t suit your image?’
‘It’s moulting.’
One way to kill time was to manipulate the creature so that its tail

tickled an infant in the row beside them.
‘Mommy,’ responded the child, ‘look at the Pink Panther. Isn’t he

something?’
‘Better hold onto your bag, Sandra,’ said the father. ‘That’s a wanted

panther.’
As Fiona and Henry approached the head of the queue, Keith caught

sight of Craig hovering around the back of the ghost train, but by the time
he rounded the corner to the rear of the attraction there was no trace of
the man. Nor was Clem anywhere to be seen. Keith returned to the front,
where he watched the panther’s slow progress towards the platform from
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which customers climbed into the cars, each bearing a wizard, troll or
goblin on its prow. The steady shuffle forward had been held up by an
argument between one of the embarking couples and the mechanic
operating the cars. Keith edged closer to ascertain the reason for the delay.

The operator was doing his best to dissuade a young farmhand in a
check shirt from taking a pitchfork onboard with him.

‘Man, I couldn’t leave it outside. That’s pure gold. Won it for loading
a hay wagon faster than greased lightning. And I ain’t about to lose it to
some hick that don’t know one end of a pitchfork from the other.’

The reference was to the operator’s adolescent assistant crouched
down, out of earshot, checking the guide rail.

‘It’ll be safe with me, mister,’ said the operator. ‘I’m not going anywhere.
And even if I were, what use would I have for a pitchfork?’

Overriding further discussion, the pitchfork wielder and his
girlfriend took up their seats in a car fronted by a purple troll with tusk-
like teeth and excrescent eyes.

‘See,’ said the unbudging customer, slanting the implement with the
spikes by his feet and the handle high over the seat back. ‘Ain’t gonna
harm no one now, is it?’

Henry and Fiona climbed into the next car but one with Merlin as its
ensign. The operator waved a resigned hand and pressed a button on his
console to send the lead cars, three vehicles away, down into the dark hull
of the ghost tunnel. At the head of the rails in front of the entrance to the
tunnel a life-like parrot with a lame wing covered both eyes with its sound
wing and screeched, ‘Last we ever saw of them, maties. Sad story. Sad story’.

After waiting for two more couples to occupy their seats, the operator
re activated the release mechanism sending the farmhand’s wagon down
the incline towards the moth-eaten bird. The car lurched to the right past
the parrot, its occupants’ ears ringing with the taped mockery of ‘May
their souls rest in peace, me hearties’. It broached the tunnel through a
pair of clanging doors daubed with red and orange flames.

Once under cover of darkness, the young man upended his
pitchfork, brandishing it and mimicking ghoulish guffaws.

‘Abe, it’s bad enough without you,’ complained his girlfriend,
covering both ears and burying her head in his shoulder.

‘Nothing real here, Sharon. No need to fret. Where are the ghosts?’
The words were hardly uttered before a spotlight picked out a large

spider dangling above the pit of the slope which the couple was about to
descend. Sharon happened to look up. She closed her eyes, hoping that
the dank tentacles would skim past her.
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‘Damn me if I didn’t miss.’ The pitchfork wielder snarled his
disappointment as they rocketed up the top of the hogsback where Death
in a black-caped cloak lunged at them with his scythe, ruby eyes upturned.
Three grotesque bats flitted across the tunnel. A wasted arm crept up the
side of a cobwebbed tombstone. Another cowled figure lifted hammer and
stake to impale Dracula in his coffin.

Sharon reopened her eyes. Pitch black darkness. Where was the
shrieking coming from? From the occupants of the other cars ahead and
behind? She clutched hold of her boyfriend.

Down again. Something clammy brushed against Abe’s face.
The farmhand lost his balance with a sharp swing to the right.
‘Come out in the open. I’ll spike you.’
A demon hovered over the centre of the track, trident poised for

throwing. Only when the substanceless body of red light soaked over Abe
did he realise that it was a projection.

‘How much longer?’ Sharon was biting into her handkerchief.
‘Soon be over, but not before I score a hit.’
‘Put that thing away, Abe. You’ll hit a cable.’
‘No way.’
‘Please. If anything breaks down, you’ll have to pay for it. What was that?’
‘Cobwebs. Cobwebs don’t hurt.’
Now they were zigzagging around a level area illuminated by pulses

of stroboscopic lighting. Ahead of them, he could make out the zombie
with the bolt through its neck. An ideal target.

Craig leant forward from behind the Herman Munster figure to get
a fix on the car’s occupants.

The pulsating lights impaired his vision. Rubbing his eyes, he stepped
sideways, tripped over a cable and staggered into the path of Herman’s
flailing hand.

Abe saw the James Cagney character with a fake pistol tottering in
his direction. He guessed that if he delayed, the dummy would be
wrenched back out of reach.

The blow from the plastic hand was solid enough to catch Craig off
balance. The next instant, the car was upon him. The thrust of its
momentum speared his chest with the extended pitchfork, two of the
barbs piercing Craig’s left aorta.

Rather than being carried backwards, he fell onto the car’s prow. The
weight of the body plunging towards Abe swept the pitchfork out of its
holder’s grasp as, skewered on the curved tines, Pat Craig toppled over
the troll’s head.
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The farmhand felt the warm wetness of real blood on his face and
noticed it spattering the pitchfork handle driven down between the
floorboards, as the car shuddered to a halt with a decelerating effect on
the vehicles behind.

‘What is it? What is it?’ cried Sharon.
‘Don’t look up. Stay down, for God’s sake.’ Abe shielded her face

with the arm that only seconds before had taken a life.
The car jumped forward just as Craig’s fingers relinquished their grip

on the automatic. It clattered down beside Sharon’s feet.
‘What was that?’ she shouted.
An Egyptian mummy raised from the dead, a ravenous werewolf and

an uncoiling nest of hissing rattlesnakes sped past unseen by Sharon
before the car charged through the last three sets of sepulchral doors into
daylight.

Keith’s heart missed a beat when the hearse emerged through the
hellfire panels of the exit doors. No, it was somebody else’s car. Two more
to come. Spectators panicked. Here came the next car. The seconds ticked
by. Where was Fiona’s car? In two minds as to whether to mount the
platform and storm inside, Keith looked around. Still no sign of Clem.
Shit, where had he gone? Too much noise from the crowd by the ticket
booth. Had he heard a car hit the first set of doors? Yes, a car, it had to be
their car, was breasting the exit now.

Merlin spirited his cargo, doubled up with laughter, from the tunnel
of horror. Henry took hold of the panther to help Fiona step out
unencumbered. Neither had yet tuned into the uproar surrounding the
vehicle two cars away.

Fiona was the first to register the enormity of what they had escaped,
by which time Keith was at her side. ‘We get out of here now,’ he said.
‘Fast.’

Arrested by the macabre sight of the transfixed corpse, Henry
stopped dead in his tracks.

‘Henry, we have to move it, man,’ insisted Keith.
A woman had fainted. Fiona heard a home movie camera turning

and felt the bile rising.
They fought their way out into the open, free of the mob surging

towards the ghost train.
‘Thank God, fresh air.’
Scarcely had the words left his lips than Henry was seized by the

shoulder and spun round to face the downswing of a butcher-sharp knife
blade in the hands of Phil Simons. So overcome by anger was he that not
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the target of his rage but the kapok-stuffed chest of the panther thrust at
him took the full brunt of the blow.

Almost simultaneously, Simons felt a stab of bone-crushing pain in
his right ear. Then, every nerve in his brain seemed to explode.

Clem Haight pocketed the palm-held steel spike and caught the
already limp body under the armpits. ‘Another fainting case. It’s spreading.
Keith, Fiona, Henry, one of you get that fucking knife out of sight. I’ve
got my hands full.’

Fiona grabbed the panther, removed the knife and tossed it under the
nearest stall. Clem propped the inert body against the side of a donut
stand.

‘Have to report him to the ASPCA.’
A siren announced the approach of a highway patrol car. Henry

hesitated. Deciding with no small measure of gratitude that Americans
were the most willing victims of the automobile age, he contemplated
running from his gruesome nightmare. The next moment he was dragged
away by Fiona.

‘Where are we going?’ he shouted, as they were outpaced by Keith
and Clem.

‘Where no one would think of looking for us,’ shouted back Clem.
‘Where’s that?’
Clem pointed to a high Skydive structure that reminded the

Englishman of London’s Post Office Tower. ‘Up there.’
In pulling to a halt, Henry tumbled over, bringing Fiona down with

him. ‘I’m not going to make it. Fiona, do me a favour. Let me give myself
up.’

Fiona looked briefly at a cut on her leg. ‘Aren’t you forgetting
something, Henry? Heldring’s still around.’

‘The police will protect me. Let me go, Fiona, please.’
‘Henry, if you really want to go, you know I can’t stop you. But if

he’s back there and he gets to you first, he’ll have you.’
Keith had turned round and was shouting. ‘Henry, get a move on or

I’ll thump that thick head of yours.’
Henry helped Fiona to her feet. He gazed irresolutely towards the

top of the mast.
‘Damn you all,’ he said. ‘I have this thing about heights.’
‘Let’s go,’ urged Fiona.
Keith and Fiona bundled Henry into one of the four open cages at

the base of the tower.
‘Close your eyes and don’t look down,’ said Fiona. ‘I don’t like these
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things either.’ After glancing up at the parachute overhead, she
surrendered her tickets to the attendant.

‘Sorry, sir,’ he said to Clem. ‘We’re already full on this one. There’s
space on the other side, if no one beats you to it. I’m closing this gate.
No swinging. No leaning over.’

A gangling youngster decided against disputing the remaining free
place with Clem in the cage on the opposite side of the tower. The
attendant crossed to Clem’s cage, collected the tickets and secured the
gate. Inside the cage, two children cowered away from the tall stranger
to draw closer to their mother.

‘Don’t worry,’ assured Clem. ‘I’ll stay right here. You watch. We’ll
have a real smooth flight. Safe as houses.’

A pulley system centred on the rim of a massive overhead wheel
began winching the twelve cages aloft, the red and white striped
parachutes fluttering as the air tugged at them. Three quarters of the way
up, above 200 feet, the winch clamped shut at eye level with a glass
observation deck. Standing opposite the mast, this served as a vantage
point for viewing the skydivers suspended outside.

‘I wonder how many of those monkeys have set foot in one of these,’
commented Fiona, inclining her head towards a band of teenagers
munching hot dogs.

‘I reckon this is worth the ticket,’ said Keith.
Henry reopened his eyes. Looking down was unthinkable. He stared

across at the observation deck. He felt hot, very hot under a blazing sun.
‘Don’t look down, Henry,’ advised Fiona needlessly for the second

time. The Englishman was looking green. There were no harnesses or
foot straps inside the cage, merely waist-high bars. He held firmly onto
the nearest one.

‘You’ve still got that stupid creature,’ he said, as if coming slowly to
his senses.

Fiona glanced down at her hands. Without realising how, she had
retaken possession of the panther after her fall. The stuffing was
protruding from the slit in its chest. ‘Must have adopted it.’

The next moment, three twelth-grade high school students pushed
their way to the front of the cage interposing themselves between Henry
and his guardians. Bustled aside, he turned to his right. Only a few yards
away, gripping the side rail of the nearest cage stood John Heldring. There
was a gun in his other hand and it was aimed at Henry.

Henry had no way of knowing how long the American had been
standing there poised to put an end to him. Nobody in Heldring’s cage
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appeared to be aware of what was happening. This is it, thought Henry,
unwilling to accept that his executioner had gone unremarked by his
companions or Clem, whichever cage he was in, but unable to utter a
syllable, his mind a blur of emotions including resentment towards Clem
for denying him that firearm. The ‘safe as houses’ man would be left with
Henry’s death on his conscience. And why were the people beside
Heldring as blind as waxwork dummies? Could they not see that was no
imitation firearm won at the duck shoot stand?

The next instant, it was as if time, slowed down if not stretched out
from Henry’s perspective, came to a standstill with the four cages and
their occupants locked motionless. Only the gun barrel moved
fractionally, as Heldring started to squeeze the trigger.

The unearthly silence was shattered by an ear-splitting bang. Henry
felt his world collapse around him. His head reeled. The ground looked as
if it were rushing to meet him beneath the glass base of the cage from which
two metal flaps had sprung loudly open. As Henry plummeted earthwards,
his ears felt close to bursting. The descent seemed interminable. Suddenly,
the cage juddered and stalled, its parachute billowing out.

With the shock of the clanging base flaps and the screeches from
inside the cages as their occupants hurtled earthwards, nobody appeared
to have heard the crack of the wild pistol shot or to have noticed the man
lose his weapon over the edge.

Once the parachutes stabilised, the cages fell at a steadier, less
breathless rate. Henry had no need to point Heldring out to his
companions. Keith saw him first as they neared ground level, followed
by Fiona, although neither understood why he was leaning over the edge
of his cage to peer at the Sky Tower’s base.

It was the young, can-crushing Tarquin whose eyes lit upon the
weapon and who rushed to claim it for his own. ‘Daddy, Daddy, look what
l’ve found. Bang, bang! You’re dead.’

The seven-year-old was not up to the demands of coordinating aiming
with trigger pulling. But he managed to fire the weapon. The recoil
knocked him backwards off his feet. The bullet sliced into the Ghost Town
railroad’s water barrel. Had Tarquin aimed for the barrel, he might have
clipped a leaf or two off the overhanging sycamore tree or heard his shot
ricochet off a wheel of the waiting train. But he had fired at his father. The
hole pierced in the barrel disgorged a sluggish spout of discoloured steam-
engine water.

Just as Henry was hoping that it was all over, the cages were hoisted
on high for a repeat dive. Heldring drew back behind a family of four.
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The operators activated the release mechanism more quickly this time,
sending each cage dropping like a rock. To more than a few of the cages’
occupants, it seemed as if their parachute was not going to open.

Sure that this was part of the fun, Keith put an arm around Fiona,
who was looking unwell. He was proved correct but, because of a
combination of the delay factor and the increased velocity of their
descent, the braking action was less smooth than before. Henry ended
up on top of Fiona.

‘This is becoming a habit,’ she complained.
The diversion was sufficient to allow John Heldring to vault over the

side of his cage and to make a run for it before Keith could get to him.
Clem arrived on the scene after glimpsing Heldring’s back

disappearing in the crowd.
‘Did we have company up there?’
Henry looked shaken. ‘Let’s say it was a trifle less safe than houses.’
Fiona was watching Tarquin’s father, another shaken man, explaining

to a group of people how his son had chanced upon a firearm in the
middle of the pathway.

‘Henry, I’m sorry. We failed you. That was inexcusable.’
‘Well, the next time I come within an ace of meeting my maker, I

really would appreciate your being there to fend off the guy with the
scythe.’

Fiona put her arm around his shoulders. ‘You have a charmed life,
you know that?’

‘No, Fiona, a man’s luck stretches only so far and then it’s time to
pay the piper.’

‘I think I know how you feel, Henry,’ said Keith. ‘But it looks like
Fiona’s right.’

Fiona turned to look at her partner. Feeling the strain of the moment
and in no mood to acknowledge supportiveness, she struggled to collect
her thoughts. ‘There speaks a man of experience,’ she said at last, pushing
the panther into his hands. ‘Here, I’ve had enough fun for one day.’

8

Dmitri was not in a good mood. He had decided against the California
Street cable car in favour of stretching his legs but the heat was oppressive:
the first droplet of sweat had run down his cheek and his armpits were
damp. It had been several days since his jog around the Golden Gate Park
and he was still out of condition.
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